
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL,RIYADH 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET – Class-X 

LONG COMPOSITIONS: 
1. You are Sunita resident of # 28-4-245 Sun-city, Cochin. Write a letter to the 

editor of a local newspaper telling how you organized a blood donation camp in 

your school? 

 

2. You are Hari with your friend you visited a Child Welfare Organization. When you 

spoke to those children you realized how much they suffered for earning 

livelihood. Write an e-mail in about 120 words describing what you saw and how 

you felt. 

 

3. With the help of given outline write a article in about 100-120 words on 

‘Morning Walk’. 

Walking in the open / the best exercise for a student / needs no apparatus /  
simple and healthy / natural beauty enlivens the eye and cheers the mind / a 
companion makes it more enjoyable / can give surprising results.  

 

4. You are pawan/preeti  prepare a speech to be presented in your school’s Science 

day celebration on how science or technology can be misused in different ways 

by which we may lose our greatest wealth of health. Using the ideas given below 

and your own ideas, prepare the speech in minimum 120 words. 

HEALTH HAZADS / Unhygienic junk food / pesticides in Plantations and Perfumes 
/ Chemicals in Cosmetics / Toxins in Soft drinks. 

 

5. You are Rama, student Editor of your school magazine. Draft  a notice inviting 

articles,poems,sketches etc.from the students. Write the notice in about 80 

words. 

 

6. Develop an interesting story with a suitable title on the basis of the following 

hints in about 150-200 words: 

  

   In a Tree trunk-lived a rabbit- on the tree a crow-they were friends - 

               One day--------------------- 

 

 



7. You are required to speak in favour of the topic “Students should be allowed to 

use cell phones in schools” for the inter class debate competition. Draft the 

debate in about 120 words. 

 

GRAMMAR :- 

8. Gap filling:  

Complete the given passage with suitable words: 

I have known school life (a)__________ a mixture of joys and sorrows. 

But it is (b) __________ important in anybody’s life. If it is not there 

in one’s life, that life is(c)_________and incomplete. 

 It is a kind of training ground. Here a person learns the things(d)____________  

Life. One builds one’s life(d)___________ school life. I drive utmost pleasure  

In the company of my class-fellows. We play,eat, study,laugh and enjoy 

together.(f)___________ 

we learn new things from (g)___________  Teachers. They teach us 

(h)____________ 

 valuable things of life.Books are a treasure-house of knowledge. 

 We learn from them the basic things of life. 

 

9. Complete the dialogues between a student and a teacher given below : 

Sunil: Sir,I am not feeling well.(a)______________________? 

Teacher:  What’s the problem? Tell me if I can do something . 

Sunil: Actually,(b)___________ and I think may be food poisoning. I feel like 

vomiting! 

Teacher: Don’t worry. You go to the hospital. (c)_____________ the peon to take 

you there. 

                 Take rest and you’ll be all right as I am calling the doctor right now. 

Sunil: Thank you sir.(d)________________ alone and I think there’s no need of 

the peon to take me there. 

 

10. Look at the words and phrases given below. Rearrange them to form 

meaningful sentences. 

a. Think / why / preferred / the / you / to land / dinosaurs / water / do. 

b. Very / because / dinosaurs / heavy / the. 

c. Land / on / results / as / a / could not / them / their legs / the / support. 

d. Water / but / alternative / be / a / could / fine. 



e. Most / and / swamps / spent / rivers / they / so / their time / of / in. 

 

11. The following passage have not been edited. There is one error in each line. 

Write the incorrect word and the correction in the given lines.  

The Band-aid was invent in New Jersey.              a_________  __________.  

Dickson was fretted as his wife Josephine , cut   b. ________    _________ .  

Herself again and again on working in the            c. ________    _________. 

kitchen. One day while he was wrapping his             d. ________    __________. 

wound once again on a bulky bandage of gauze       e. ________   ___________.  

And tape, he was struck by an idea. He put some     f. _________   __________. 

Gauze on a strip of the medical tape and                    g. _________  __________. 

The Band-Aid was born. Billion of cuts and scrapes  h.__ _______   __________.   

Later the Band-Aid is celebrating its 75th birthday     i. _________    __________.  

 

12. In the passage given below. One word has been omitted in each line, write the 

missing word along with the word that comes before and the word that comes 

after. 

According to the bible, Noah saw rainbow               a._________  ___________.  

as a sign from god the flood.                                       b.__________   __________. 

In the 17th century men a scientific                            c.__________  ___________. 

French scientist philosopher Rene Descartes           d. _________   ___________. 

Finally conform the explanation now known be      e. _________   ___________. 

Correct. The sun’s natural white light rays bend    

As they pass dense concentrations of atmospheric  f. __________   __________. 

Moisture. White light is a composite    h. _________   ___________. 

Of all visible colors bending makes it separate  

Into bonds of each of its main hues.   i. __________  ___________. 

 

13. Below you can read a conversation between Reinu and her husband Somu. 

Complete the following reporting what they discussed. Do not add any new 

information. 

Reinu : Our new servant has a tendency to steal things. 

Somu : Is anything missing? 

Reinu : Yes, he has stolen one of our blankets. 

Somu : Which one? 

Reinu : It’s the one we took from hotel palm beach. 

 



 Reinu told her husband that a. _______ a tendency to steal things. Somu 

asked her b. _________. She told him that c._________. When somu asked her 

which one was it, she replied that d. ________ from hotel palm beach. 

 

 

 

-----------THE END--------- 

  

          

 

 

 

   

 

 
 

 


